PATRIOT PRESS
Message from Mr. Cruz, Superintendent
WC Newsletter October 2021-22
Superintendent/Principal Message
Staff/Student/parents:

Dear parents, teachers, and staff, the first trimester is almost over as we are already into
the Fall Season 2021. Washington Colony continues to follow both the California and
the Fresno County Departments of Public Health return to school guidelines. Throughout the school day, the health and safety of students, Teachers, and staff continue to be
the highest priority within the current reopening plan consistent with safety protocols
recommended by the CDPH/FCDPH. The first trimester ends on November 5, 2021. The
Parent/Teacher conferences for the first Trimester will be held virtually. These virtual
teacher/parent conferences are scheduled from Monday November 15 through Thursday
November 18. Teachers will have the opportunity to discuss the academic progress of
the students.
I am glad to inform you early this month on Friday October 15, Washington Colony
hosted a “COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic” for students 12-year-olds and over. The vaccine clinic was sponsored by the Fresno County Department of Public Health. Students and
community members were able to receive their COVID-19 vaccination as another layer of
protection in addition to the school health and safety protocols. Therefore, another
COVID-19 vaccine clinic is scheduled on Friday November 5, 2021 from 5:30pm-7:30pm
a second dose “COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic” for students 12-year-olds and over provided by
the Fresno County Department of Public Health. In addition, I would like to announce
the great news that Washington Colony recently hired a Full-Time Licensed Vocational
Nurse. The newly hired LVN will support the physical wellness and provide resources to
parents such as access to meal programs, vision, or hearing referrals, and other services
promoting wellness.
Teachers continue to engage students through Standards-Based learning activities in
ELA/ELD/MATH/SCIENCE. Online Learning programs, such as AR/MyOn Library, Accelerated Reader (AR), STAR MATH/ELA, Freckle MATH/ELA, Seesaw, online ELA/MATH/
SCIENCE Trimester benchmark assessments are also accessible to all students.
Washington Colony’s Student Attendance Incentives are back. Classrooms are competing for the highest attendance rates during periods of six weeks. We are glad to announce the three classrooms winners: Mr. Schaffer’s 1st grade, Mrs. Espinosa’s 3rd grade
and Ms. Gray’s 6th grade classroom. These classrooms with highest attendance rates received: Attendance Certificates, VIP table during lunch, “game-day” time and additional
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PBIS store prizes. Classroom with the highest attendance rates were recognized in October. Attendance really matters!

The Parent Institute for Quality Education (PIQE) Virtual Trainings is available every
Wednesday through November 17, 2021 starting from 6:00pm - 7:15pm. Please, connect and join us for these Virtual Zoom PIQE parent engagement trainings related to the
Social Emotional Learning supports.
Congratulations to Mrs. Silva, 8th grade ELA/HSS Teacher for being awarded the $1000
Innovation Grant from the FCOE Foundation. This funding will be used to provide additional Technology Instructional resource and material to all 8th grade students.
Reminder!!!! Parents, return your TOYS-FOR-TOTS applications to the teacher or front office. The TOYS-FOR-TOTS application are being collected. The Toys-For-Tots Drive is
sponsored by the Marine Corps League’s, Chairman Mr. Mike Aguilar. The completed
applications will be collected on November 8h, 2021. The Toys-For-Tots distribution
days will be held on December 15th, 16th and the at the WUHS Gym from 9:00am –
5:00pm and December 13th from 9:00am – 12:00pm noon (Picture ID will be required
and COVID-19 Safety Protocols such as masks will be enforced).
We are proud of our Washington Colony Patriots!!!
Thank you for entrusting us to support and educate our children. Be safe and Stay
Healthy!
“High quality learning experiences are what students deserve to build the future!”

Best Regards,
Jesus Cruz
Superintendent/Principal
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Washington Colony News
"The WC PBIS store is back" Go Patriots!!!

" Mr. Schaffer's 1st grade class Attendance Awards winners"

"Mrs. Espinosa's 3rd grade class choosing Attendance Award prizes."

"Mrs. Pallas's 2nd grade in action with Music Class."
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"October FCDPH Sponsored COVID-19 Vaccination Clinic"
"WC Teachers Attending Professional Development"

"Mrs. Pulido's Kindergarten class during
ELA Writing"

"Mrs. Martinez's 6th grade Math Class in action"
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Washington Colony News
"WC Patriots Celebrating September Attendance Awareness Month; Western Spirit Day"

"WC Students Engaged in the Reading
Lab"
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Classroom News
Mrs. Obeid's Classroom News:
Students are working hard. They are taking Illuminate assessments and keeping track of their
own results. They are very excited to see their progress. They are solving word problems in
Math. They are identifying the theme in ELA. They're working hard during ELD and Guided reading as well. I'm so proud of them. They are demonstrating outstanding behavior and determination. Two thumbs up,Rm.13!!!!
Students are working hard during ELD and Gided Reading. Super Hero day- Mrs. Obeid's
4th Graders and friends!

Kindergarten/TK Newsletter
We were off to a good start in August and September. We learned about school rules,
school routines, and apples. October is filled with learning about fire safety, owls, squirrels,
pumpkins, fall and Red Ribbon Week. We will be having a Halloween party on Friday, October
29th. More information will go home as the date approaches. Please remember that only store
bought, individually wrapped treats are allowed.
In language arts, we have been learning letter names, sounds, and sight words. In math,
we have been learning numerals and shapes. We have begun first trimester assessments and we
look forward to meeting with you in November to talk about your child’s progress at conferences.
Thank you for ensuring that your child brings back their completed homework and books
every Friday. Please be sure that you are checking and cleaning out the completed work in your
child’s backpack.
As the weather becomes cooler and your child needs a jacket, please be sure your child’s
jackets and sweaters are labeled with their name.
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October
In 3rd Grade we are learning new things every day! We are happy to all be back in the classroom together, where we can collaborate and not be on zoom anymore. Currently, we are focusing on narrative writing. We have written a personal narrative and now we are learning how
to create a story with a given scenario. We are excited to see what creative stories the students
come up with. In math we have introduced multiplication and division. We have also been working on time and measurement. In science we have finished our Balancing Forces unit where we
learned about different forces such as friction, magnetism, and pushes/pulls. We will continue
to the next unit where we will study inheritance and traits. Both classes are continuing to work
on reaching their weekly AR goal and looking forward to what exciting new things we will learn
in October!

Miss Mayhew and Ms. Espinosa's 3rd Grade Classes

Hello Parents of First Graders!
First grade is off to great start! The most important thing is that students are practicing remembering the rules they learned in kindergarten. Please remind them at home to be good
listeners and to stay on task at school. A big goal is for them to be able to work quietly and
independently, and we'd appreciate that being reinforced at home.
In Language Arts, we have been reviewing letters, sounds, sight words, and writing at a pretty
fast pace and the kids have been working hard!

In Math, we are working on addition through the concept of "number partners," and are learning all the partners that add up to the numbers 5-9, as well as adding and subtracting using 0,
which is a challenging concept.
Please continue to help your child with homework. In addition, they are responsible with engaging in reading at least twenty minutes every night (you or someone reads to them, they
read to someone, they experience a book through an app or website, an ebook is read to them,
etc.) and filling out their reading log.
Please check your child's backpacks daily
It’s going to be a GREAT year!
First Graders Rock!
Mrs. Partlow and Mr. Schaffer
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Classroom News, continued
8th grade ELA/History News: 8th-grade students
have been making great progress this year in
ELA. Students have just completed their Narrative
Stories to prepare for our first writing benchmark
coming up at the end of October and are now moving forward to the Collection 2 Unit: The Thrill of
Horror. Students will be reading The Tell-Tale Heart
by Edgar Allan Poe, The Monkey's Paw by W.W. Jacobs and so much more. 8th graders also explored
the Mystery of the Missing Ring activity to help prepare for analyzing context clues and making inferences. In History, 8th graders are exploring the 13
colonies and the beginnings of the American government as we move forward to exploring what led to
the American Revolution. Thank you 8th-grade
families for all of your support!

Mrs. Silva

Our class is getting back into the routine of being in school! We have finished our first
unit in Language Arts and have just begun our second unit. Please make sure your child
is reading for 15-20 minutes nightly, either alone or with you. Just like learning to play
a sport or an instrument, regular practice helps with improvement in reading fluency!
We have also finished our first unit in math, and we are now delving into place value and
numbers to 100. This is also the unit in which we'll learn how to regroup (what you
might have called "carrying") when adding two 2-digit numbers. Please practice your
child's math facts with them for a few minutes each night. Learning new skills in math
is so much easier when they're not also struggling to add or subtract!
Thank you for all you do for your kids...you are appreciated!
Mrs. Pallas
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Classroom News, continued
August & September students of the Month, Character trait: Respect & Trustworthy
Julian Nunez, Julian is very respectful and quietly leads by example. He
tries his hardest and follows directions. Julian is a great example of a
respectful 5 Star Patriot. Great job
Julian. Mrs. Partlow
Elena Lagow - Elena is very attentive
to her work. She will always answer
the teachers questions honestly and
straightforward. Mrs. Taylor
ALITHIA GOMEZ is a trustworthy
student who is always doing the right
thing because it's the right thing to
do! She's honest and responsible. I
can trust her to make the right choices and to always tell the truth. Being
trustworthy is not just necessary in
school but in the real world as well. It
is imperative to be able to have confidence in the honesty, truthfulness
and sincerity of a person's words.
Outstanding job! Mrs. Obeid
Nathaniel Verhines, Nathaniel is
very trustworthy. He is always doing
the right thing in class and on the
playground. I can trust he will follow the rules and always try his best
at school. Great job Nathaniel.

Sheila Agee, Sheila was chosen
as Room 18's student of the
month. Sheila is always very respectful to her classmates as well
as staff. She says please and
thank you (sometimes with a
bow). Sheila shows respect in
the way she interacts with others.
Great job being a role model for
your classmates Sheila! Mrs.
Fleming
Yadi Quiroz is a student that's considerate of others. She shows appreciation. She is always polite. Yadi makes
decisions based on what's right. She's
always honest and helpful to her teammates. She treats people well. Being
respectful is beneficial in all aspects of
life. Good job for having a positive
attitude! I'm proud of you! Mrs. Obeid

Alizabeth Barraza, Alizabeth is always helping other students. She
works hard and I can rely on her to
do what's right. She is very respectful
to her peers. Great job, Alizabeth. Mrs. Partlow
Juliet Cook is Room 2's Student of
the Month for being Trustworthy. Even in this short time, I have
seen that Juliet is someone you can
trust. I trust in her to do her homework, to always try her best, and to
always be a Five-Star student. Congratulations, Juliet!! Mr. Schaffer
Juan Salcedo - Juan is always very
respectful and polite. He will help out
when needed without being asked.
He responds to all with respect and
consideration. We are glad we have
had Juan in our class. Mrs. Taylor
Abigail Lopez, Abigail is very respectful to everyone. She waits her
turn to play with a toy and raises her
hand to talk. When she talks she
never shouts or gets too loud. She
doesn't try to cut in line. I can depend on her. Thank you, Abigail.
Angelique is an awesome student. I
know I can always trust Angelique in
the classroom. She keeps her group
on task and always helps out her
peers. I am so lucky to have her in
class. She is going to do great
things! Mrs. Garcia
Keith Parra, Our student of the
month for the character trait respect
is Keith Parra. Keith is a very respectful and well-mannered student. He
always uses very polite and kind
words with his peers and adults.
Great job being a 5 Star Patriot,
Keith! Mrs. Pulido

Mia Silva - Mia is an excellent example of a trustworthy student because I
can trust Mia to follow the rules and
routines and to follow directions. Mia
is also very helpful in the classroom,
without even needing to be asked to
do so. She is very kind and polite.
Great job being a 5 Star Patriot, Mia!
Mrs. Pulido
Allison Navarro has been selected as
Student of the Month for trustworthiness! I can always count on Allison to
make good choices. She is a huge
help around the classroom and a great
example for her peers. When she
makes a mistake, Allison owns it and
works hard to correct it. Congratulations Allison! - Mrs. Fleming
Paul Holland: It has been a pleasure
to have Paul in my classroom this
year. Paul is a great example of a respectful student and is always willing
to step up and help. He is always polite and kind and I can always count
on him to treat fellow classmates in a
respectful manner. Mrs. Silva
Melany Cabrera: Melany is a great
example of a trustworthy student in
that she always follows all school
rules and classroom directions. She is
a positive team member, always on
task, and willing to help where needed. It has been a pleasure to have
Melany in my class this year. Mrs.
Silva
Juan Espinosa, JJ has been such a
great student to have in class. He is
always working so hard and on his
best behavior. Not only is JJ a hard
worker but he also is respectful to his
peers and me. During recess, he will
always choose to give a ball to a student rather than taking one out himself. He is so great to have in class!
Mrs. Garcia
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Classroom News, continued
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